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Houdini Escapes His Humble Beginnings
Washington, DC — Januar y 6, 1906

“W

HO created the biggest sensation in
California since the discovery of gold in
1849?” Harry Houdini did, according to
ads Houdini himself wrote. Raised by Jewish Hungarian
immigrants in a New York ghetto, Houdini’s life was
a constant struggle to set himself apart from the pack.
As a young man, Houdini (born Erik Weisz) was
short, spoke with an accent, couldn’t spell, and was
Jewish in a period of mounting anti-semitism. Young
Erik literally ran away to join the circus, and worked as a
trapeze artist so that he could send money home to his
family and, most importantly, to his beloved mother.
From these humble beginnings he crafted a life filled
with bravado, ego, and overcompensation, dressed in
the trappings of pure vaudevillian showmanship.
Young Erik built a fine physique through cross-country
running. He married his 18-year-old sweetheart Beatrice
(“Bess”). Then he rebranded himself Harry Houdini,
as an homage to a magician he admired named Jean
Eugène Robert-Houdin. Harry and Bess performed in
depressing dime museums for years before receiving
their big break from a vaudeville mogul. It was during
this trying time that the couple learned the tricks of
the psychic medium trade. Harry and Bess developed
a secret spoken séance code that they would use to pass
“messages from beyond” to each other in full view of
the audience.
Once Houdini learned he could pester newspapermen
into covering his shows by challenging local constabulary
to trap him in their prisons (like the time in 1906
when he escaped from Washington, DC’s notorious
“Murderers’ Row), the popularity of the “Handcuff King”
took off. By 1907 he was the highest paid vaudeville
star in the country.
His fame and ego grew in lockstep.
When he heard that a New York magic dealer’s shop
displayed 8x10 photos of popular magicians, Houdini
gave the proprietor a photograph of himself 12 times
the size of the others to display. Houdini commissioned
a ghostwriter to pen a literary hit job, The Unmasking
of Robert-Houdin, which thoroughly smeared his

namesake, after the Handcuff King was snubbed by the
deceased Houdin’s family. During one of his frequent
ocean crossings, Houdini met former president Teddy
Roosevelt, and had his picture taken with the Roughrider
and assorted hangers-on; later, Houdini had everyone
else doctored out of the photo. Flush with cash from
his successful stage shows, Houdini bought his mother
a dress worn by the recently-departed Queen Victoria.
Houdini’s friend Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, author
of the Sherlock Holmes series, was convinced that
Houdini had supernatural powers, despite the magic
man’s fervent denials. In a bid to rid the world of
fraudulent mediums, Houdini devoted his final years
to debunking spiritualist shows with a crew of speciallytrained female ghostbusters, even petitioning President
Coolidge to draft a bill outlawing psychic shows. His
dogged pursuit of shifty psychics led Houdini to fall out
with Doyle, who firmly believed in things like photos
of fairies (which were later discredited). Few others
thought as much of Houdini as Doyle did; one wag
commented that “Houdini declined to walk on water
due only to his fear of seasickness.” The French actor
Sarah Bernhardt asked Houdini if he could heal her
amputated leg. To her chagrin and his exasperation,
he demurred.
“No one is important until they are dead,” Houdini
once told a newspaperman. In a final bid to discredit
psychics, he and Bess exchanged phrases using the
secret séance code from their humble dime museum
days: the first to die would send the message to the
surviving spouse from the Great Beyond. On Halloween
in 1926, a broken ankle, a burst appendix, and a punch
to the stomach finally sent the exhausted Houdini to
that great escape act in the sky. Bess sat séances every
subsequent Halloween, but finally gave up a decade
later. Notwithstanding a claim by Arthur Ford, the
sort of spiritualist flimflammer that Houdini had
spent years discrediting, Bess never once heard her
dead husband tooting his own spirit horn. And if
anyone on Earth could escape the afterlife, it would
have been Harry Houdini.

Michael Custode

THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE: A SPECTRAL LOVE STORY IN FOUR PARTS

Part Three

The Blue Moon
By Madame Morpheme
Following a visit by a powerful spectre,
self-employed medium Madame Morpheme
finally summoned her lost lover, Javier, to
her side. Appearing as a mutilated ghost,
Javier was more concerned about the needs
of his paramour and disappeared on an
errand before explaining the tragedy that
had befallen him. Once again, our heroine
was left grieving and at the mercy of her
uninvited roommates.
New York City, 1967

M

Y doves, the blood red ruby
in the ring I wear on my
right pinkie is glimmering in
the candlelight. I inherited the ring
from my grandmother, and it’s as if
she knows I’m going to have to pawn
it, even though she’s been far away,
in the beyond-the-beyond for many
years now.
I like to indulge in fantasy as much
as anyone, but certain life situations
necessitate realism, for instance, when
your rent is overdue. I miss Javier, but
I’m sick of the longing. Javier found
his way back to me once, but a second
time, when I’m down on my charm
and black magic (never mind luck),
seems too much to expect. I know
firsthand it takes a while for ghosts
to learn their powers.
Damn Javier for disappearing to find

me rent money and a pretzel. That was
a fool’s errand, not a hero’s quest. It’s
easier to suppress all melancholic agony
and be angry at him for leaving — and
the fact I spent all my savings looking
for him the first time. When you work
for yourself, cancelling appointments
is always a bad idea.
I’ve grown comfortable here on
the top floor of the St. Mark’s Hotel
but it’s time to move to a smaller,
cheaper room on the second floor.
Moving is stressful enough, but I’m
also trying to get my old clients back,
and hustling for new ones. I just need
to hold it together until after my new
client arrives tonight. He’s a referral.
All I know about him is that he’s tall
and is looking for someone from the
other side. I can handle whatever
grief he brings: this place is already
saturated in it. I just need him to
show up. As you know, I’ve been
running my business out of my room
for a long time, but police visits after
a recent spate of violence, robberies,
and accidental deaths have placed
the hotel’s reputation somewhere in
its rock bottom basement. That, and
my ghost roommates are too noisy
and disruptive for some of my more
sensitive clients. It’s hectic.
Tonight of all nights my deceased
mother is also skittering around the

hotel’s airspace in a fretful tizzy,
annoying me. I’d prefer to pack up
my things in (relative) peace.
My roommates are not happy about
the impending move. They all lived
in the budget rooms before they each
met their demise, and somehow they
know if they tag along with me, their
grief will intensify. Or, in Ace’s case,
amplify. Visual and auditory reminders
will trigger their worst memories. I’ve
been coaching them on following the
path to the light instead, but they
won’t listen.

I

need to pack quickly. Half my
gowns are folded on my bed in
neat rows, but there are dozens more
to go. I glance away for a second and
Chardonnay manages to undo all
my work. The dresses are all strewn
across the floor.
“Stop that! I mean it.”
“You’re mean,” she says. “I’m not
going downstairs, wh-where I... he….”
“So don’t. You’re welcome to cross
over now. I’ve told you how.” I start
refolding dresses, beginning with a
favourite royal blue one.
“Accept you’re dead and drift gracefully towards your light!” Harmony
singsongs, while filching my best
scissors from my dressing table as if
I won’t notice.

Ace drops down from the ceiling
and pushes Harmony out of the way.
“Pick another tarot card. We’ve got to
change your fortune!”
“It’s going to be the same again,”
I sigh.
“No, no. I shuffled the deck for 20
minutes this time,” Ace insists, his
ghost face floating inches away from
mine. “Pick!”
I pull a card from the middle of the
deck and turn it over. The Tower. As if
still onstage, Ace does an over-dramatic

Police visits after
a recent spate of
violence, robberies,
and accidental
deaths have placed
the hotel’s reputation
somewhere in its rock
bottom basement.
rockstar dropkick split to the floor and
all the cards from the deck fly across
the room. “Everything is not falling
apart,” he grumbles. “Why not The
Sun? Why not The Star? Why no cups
and no particulars?”
I stop folding and smile. “I’ve taught
you a thing or two. But it’s pentacles,
honey.”
“Watch what I can do now, though.”
Ace waves his hands and gathers the
full deck back through the air into a
tidy pile in his grasp. He sits down on
the bed on a pile of feather boas and
begins shuffling again.

I nod, acknowledging his newfound
agility, and fold a pink polyester mini
dress with a wavy red bric-a-brac trim.
But Harmony is too quiet. I turn and
catch her standing by the window,
clumps of her ghost hair in one hand,
scissors in the other.
“Oh, Harmony, it’s just going to
reappear. You can’t change any more.”
Chardonnay grabs the scissors and stabs
herself in the gut. There’s a splurt of
ghost blood. I look away as she pokes
a scissor blade into her left eye.
“You should have become an English
teacher, like I told you,” my mother
whispers in my left ear. “This is nonsense. It’s your grandmother’s ring and
all. You’d have health benefits. And
a pension,” she whispers in my right
ear, circling. “Lunch breaks.”
“Not now!” I shout, exasperated.
Everyone ignores Chardonnay as
she pops her right eyeball in and out
of her skull.
“Auuughh!” Harmony’s long hair
reappears and she lunges at Chardonnay
for the scissors to try again.
I feel a dizzy twinge, and the metal
of my grandmother’s ring tightens
around my finger. I can’t handle a
premonition right now. Maybe it’s
just time for a break.
“Who wants some Madame Zee?”
I pull my favourite hardcover book of
spells off the shelf and sit down beside
Ace on the bed.
“It’s zed, my dear,” my mother
whispers in my ear. “Tsk.”
“It’s zee in New York,” I growl.
“You told us that already.” Harmony
whines. My roommates aren’t charmed
Continued on page 2

Move Over
Bill Gates
MEET THE RICHEST
MAN EVER

T

HE wealth of today’s billionaires is dwarfed by the fortune
amassed by Mansa Musa, the
richest man ever.
Musa Keita was king, or mansa, of
Mali from 1312 to 1337 CE. With
an estimated fortune equivalent to
$400 billion US, Mansa Musa was
famous for uniting and pacifying the
notoriously fractured Mali kingdom,
and expanding its borders through
several successful military campaigns.
What Musa Keita is best known
for, however, is his hajj. A devout
muslim, Mansa Musa made a pilgrimage
to Mecca in 1324, taking with him
12,000 slaves, each carrying four
pounds of gold. Along the route the
king gave gold to every person he
met. Every Friday, wherever he ended
up, he would build a mosque. His
generosity was so prodigious that the
price of gold plummeted, resulting in
a serious economic crisis that would
last 10 years.
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Message from
the Curator
My dearest correspondents,
During my recent retreat, I was gratified to observe how the Editor, our
coterie of contributors to this venerable publication, and you, dear readers,
have responded to a terrifying danger stalking the land. The responses to our
stories on parapathology have been as powerful and informative as they are
frightening. An enlightened readership is an empowered readership — an
observation that harkens back to the very foundation of this publication,
and to the various organizations with which I have been affiliated over
these many long years. Knowledge is power. Delight in the world, even in
its shadows.
The time for research and remorse is over. Rest assured, dear readers, the
Curios and Conundrums team is on the case. They are not mere academics,
locked away in their ivory towers, but active participants working to right
this pell-mell world.
There are many books of wisdom: I am a close reader of them all.
The Bible is one of those books that often provides apposite quotations.
According to Proverbs 16:18, “Pride goeth before destruction, and a haughty
spirit before a fall.”
I am, as ever, your servant,

at The Mysterious Package Company
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Society From the Cats’ Point of View

by my mother either, mostly because
she never talks directly to them. It’s
rude. Chardonnay plucks both of her
eyes out and rolls them in her hand.
It’s her new thing to express irritation.
“Chapter four. Okay, listen up
because we need this. ‘Protective
spells,’” I read. “‘It is of utmost
importance for any psychic medium
to keep her environment clean and
clear of negative, or even malevolent,
energies. Beyond the basic techniques
with sage, incense, and Palo Santo
sticks covered in chapter three,
there are a few advanced spells you
should incorporate into your everyday
practice.’”
Chardonnay nods in agreement
as she flies upwards to perch on the
ceiling. Ace hands me a card. I turn it
over, show him it’s The Tower again,
and hand it back. Harmony dances
her fingers across the book’s cover.
“Read the story,” she prompts.
“Any scrying bowl used for the
purpose of seeing into the future can
also be used to collect dark energies.
Fill the bowl with water when you
leave for a short time and set it in the
furthest corner of the room from the
door. Upon your return, dispose of
the water down a drain immediately.”
“Do you even have a crying bowl?”
Ace peers at my shelf of magic props,
candles, and tinctures as he continues
to shuffle the cards.
“No, I don’t have a proper scrying
bowl. But here’s another option: spell
for protecting entryways. Envision
a bright light marking a vivid and
fortified boundary between your door
and the outside.”
I stop reading. “I guess I can’t do
that, you know, in case Javier is trying
to come back.” I scowl. “I know he’s
probably not, but if he is, and I make
a protective boundary around the
door, how will he know to fly through
the window?” Chardonnay pulls the
curtains back and gazes outside.
“Wow,” she says, enigmatically.

I place the book in a cardboard
packing box and start adding the props
and trinkets from the shelf.
“Whoah! How’d I do that?!” As
Ace shuffles the tarot deck, dollar bills
appear between the cards. Harmony
pulls them out and starts collecting
a stack.
“Money!” Chardonnay claps her
hands. “I’m putting everything back.
We’re staying.”
“Well, maybe. It’ll tide us over for
awhile if I can convince my clients to
start showing up again.” I smile and
look out the window at the rare, bluetinged moon, knowing I’m receiving
a second chance. There could be no
brighter sign. I turn and scan the
shadows for a glimmer.
“Javier. You’re back.”
“I kept my promise, mi tesoro.”
His voice! I nearly weep. “I want
to see you,” I wave my hands through
the air, and watch Javier’s sturdy shape
begin to flicker in and out, like static on
a television. “What happened to you?”
“I can’t tell you. It’s for your safety.
There are some things you shouldn’t
know.” Javier’s face re-materializes in
front of mine, but more faded and
serious than before.
“Tell me.”
“I was working as a courier for a
company. In secret.” Javier’s ghost eyes
flash bright, then dim. “They said I
lost a package. A wooden crate with
something very important inside. But
it wasn’t there for me to pick up in the
first place, so how could I drop it off?
They wouldn’t believe me.”
Javier waves his hand at Harmony
and she places the stack of bills in it.
He bows and hands the money to me.
“I didn’t get a final paycheque. So I
went back and retrieved what I was
owed. For you.”
Chardonnay dances around the
room as I count the bills. She returns
all the gowns to hangers, and trinkets
to the shelf. She cracks the cardboard
packing box, flattens it, and shoves
it under the bed. I calculate I have
enough for another two weeks of rent

and expenses.
There’s a shriek and I look up.
What’s Harmony freaking out about
now?
My roommates fly back in terror,
clustering in the upper corner of the
room. They’ve never huddled together
like that before. Chardonnay and Ace
aren’t easily spooked. Harmony is so
scared she doesn’t make a sound.
She points towards the door, her pale
ghost arm cutting an arc of cold light
through the candlelit gloom.
There’s a curdling scream, followed
by a thud and the rustle of something
heavy dragging across the floor. Then
a horrible scraping sound, like shards
of bone across a long blade. It’s all
coming from the hallway, outside my
door. I look down to see Javier’s hands
on my shoulders.
“Shhh,” he whispers.
“You deserve better than this, my
dear,” my mother scolds.
The bright fluorescent light from
the hall glows in the gap around the
doorframe. I envision a neon pink
protective rectangle around it, but
it’s too late. Dark liquid flows in from
the hall. It pools on the floorboards
and drifts like an oil spill towards my
feet. I kneel down and dab my finger
in, lifting it up to the light. Human
blood. Pints of it. Then, as it slows to
a trickle and coagulates, the distinctive
smell of death.

Letters to the Editor
A GROUP OF LIONS IS A PRIDE, WHILE WE’RE CALLED
A... CLUTTER?! WHO WROTE THIS DROSS?

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

THE CURIOS & CONUNDRUMS

My dear Curator (and, indeed, the entire team),
Thank you for the latest Curious and Conundrums. I find the paper to be most agreeable and
have enjoyed seeing the changes through the years,
including the addition of more stories and other
articles. My best to you, and I look forward to
ordering my first gift experience.
The world is large, and yet distances and time
abbreviate further each day.
— S.M. from Dahlonega, Georgia,
United States of America

OPINION TALLY

@themysteriousco
Donning my tin foil hat at show practice. My
fellow actors may be one of “them.”
— T.M. from Toronto, Ontario, Canada

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU

Dear Sir or Madam,
Thank you kindly for taking an interest in the
protection of our family. We are ever so grateful and
hope for the future opportunity to repay this debt.
— M.V. from Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada

Curios and Conundrums launches our first ever Opinion Tally!
Love something we’re doing? We’d love to hear about it.
Hate something we’re doing? Let us know!
Go to URL TBD and fill out our ??-minute survey.
Tell us how we’re doing, and we’ll give you a chance
to win TEXT TBD!

The Curios & Conundrums
Opinion Tally
Help shape the weird and
wonderful world of this
fine publication

Editor’s note: In past issues of Curios and
Conundrums, we published a series of letters
detailing a rash of attacks on elderly persons. The
phenomenon has been observed worldwide, and
the details are frighteningly similar: each victim
lost a tattooed finger to the assault, along with the
ability to process language. The victims’ tattoos
indicated membership in a secret organization
called the Society of Zosimos, a longtime opponent
of this publication and its parent company.
Decades-long investigative reporting has cost
courageous correspondents their lives. Curios and
Conundrums has picked up the thread of their
investigations and now is the only authority on
the movements of this dangerous secret society,

in its waning winter years. I now present in full
this extraordinary letter that we recently received.
To the Editor of Curios and Conundrums,
I am not a Curios and Conundrums reader,
but I have some light to shed on the mystery you
have been unravelling. My name is █████, and
I am a former member of the Society of Zosimos.
Like all others in the SZ, I had their tattoo on one
of my fingers. The financial commitment I made
to the group determined my initial rank. Selling
everything I owned had earned me the tattoo on
my pinky finger, second joint.
In early 1971, I made a miscalculation during an
SZ operation, and risked exposing the group. They
dealt with me the same way they deal with anyone
who endangers their secrecy: taking a cue from the
Yakuza, they relieved me of both my duty, and my
finger. I have spent the rest of my life recuperating
from my involvement with the group, and have
failed even at that.
Earlier this week, an intruder broke into my
cabin. It was no small feat, considering that my
houseboat was on open water. He tore in savagely,
wrenching the door from its hinges, lunging across
the tiny room, and then perching on the foot of
my bed like a snarling gargoyle. What I beheld
was terrifying: I was staring into the wild eyes of a
former SZ operative.
I remembered him well, but not like this. He
was shaggy-maned and panting like a beast, with
pale, almost translucent skin betraying the blood
that surged powerfully through his visible veins. He
looked like something mythic made flesh.
He gripped my arm with a clawed hand, and
opened his mouth as if to bite me, but stopped.
When he saw that my finger was missing, he tilted
his head like a curious animal. Almost at once,
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I feel Harmony whoosh around
in frantic circles overhead and watch
Javier flicker beside me, fading in and
out. I shiver in dread.
The doorknob rattles. Someone is
trying to get in.
I hear footsteps back and forth in
the hall. There are no sirens — no
one is coming to rescue us. This is
some dangerous business. I twist my
grandmother’s ring on my finger.
I hide the money in my book of spells.
I see visions of the door smashing as it’s

There’s a curdling
scream, followed
by a thud and the
rustle of something
heavy dragging
across the floor.
kicked through, the harsh fluorescent
light spilling in, a malevolent man on
the other side, his face shrouded in
silhouette. He is wearing black cut-off
leather gloves with missing fingers
and steel-toed boots. In his hand is
a small, sharp, antique metal saw. I
don’t know how much time we have
before the first board on the door
cracks and splinters in two, and the
lock gives way, but I know this is what
will happen. This is my new client.
“I’m sorry, mi corazon,” Javier
whispers and crouches at my feet as
if to hold me steady. “They must have
followed me here. One of them has
powers. Like you.”
“No, my love.” I say. “It was my
mistake. I invited the darkness in.”
Ace drops the deck of cards and
we all watch them flutter through the
air before clattering to the floor. The
Tower is crumbling.
Part four of “The Medium is the Message” appears in the next issue of Curios
and Conundrums.

his breathing slowed, and his feral rage subsided.
Turning my hand over in his strong grip, he beheld
the nub of my finger, brought it closer to his face,
and snuffed at it a few times before releasing me. I
recoiled to the head of my bed and stared at him.
As if by way of apology, or introduction, he held
aloft his own hand (which I could now perceive was
not clawed at all, but unhygienically overgrown),
revealing that he, too, was missing a finger.
My suspicions were confirmed. This vicious,
unkempt creature was Myles Steede, a man who
had, like me, been ousted from the Society of
Zosimos. But unlike me, Steede had spent the rest
of his life trying to get back in the group’s good
graces by meddling with their operations (including
the one which your paper exposed), and procuring
objects of power, unbidden, for the SZ’s alchemical
experiments. As far as I know, the SZ has remained
steadfast in its decision to shut him out.
The most bizarre thing about this tale is that
Myles Steede was my contemporary, and while I am
wasting away on this boat half a century later, he is
the very picture of power and vitality. The man who
perched on the end of my bed and then bounded back
out through the cabin door that he had destroyed
was no octogenarian. He was unmistakably Myles
Steede, and yet irrefutably not. Perhaps he bore a
son, I reasoned? But an identical son who knows
me, and who is missing the same finger on the same
hand as his father? Every explanation I conjure is
similarly implausible.
Being an old man in failing health, with no
family and nothing to my name but a dilapidated
houseboat, I am in a unique position to discuss the
Society of Zosimos with impunity. I have come face
to face with the beast, and have lived to tell about it.
Let the rest of them come for me. I have nine
more fingers on these frail hands, and two of them
are staunchly reserved for the likes of the SZ.
— ███████, █████, Florida,
United States of America

